WELCOME
Thank you for joining Commonwealth Worldwide Chauffeured Transportation.
This brochure provides a picture of how our industry-leading operations and
services give you the ease and freedom to make the most of your time.
We have the experience, fleet size and variety of luxury vehicles to deliver the
best solution for your business transportation needs. And, with an extensive
partner program, we can accommodate those needs worldwide. Commonwealth
can take you anywhere you want to go, whenever you want to go.
I trust that the enclosed materials will provide you with an understanding of why
Commonwealth is the choice of those who can travel any way they wish.
We are happy to have you with us.
Sincerely,

Dawson A. Rutter
President and Founder

Commonwealth Worldwide Chauffeured Transportation (“Commonwealth”) delivers premium
chauffeured transportation for business executives and sets itself apart with a team of career
chauffeurs, a continuously updated fleet of luxury vehicles, and a commitment to exemplary service.
Commonwealth’s unique approach to providing discrete, personalized service has earned a loyal
following. The company’s services go beyond traditional car service companies—helping our clients
coordinate complex details for travel schedules, road shows and private aviation companies. We also
help our clients manage their meeting and special event ground transportation needs.

Headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts, with a fully owned subsidiary in New York, NY and a global
partner network, Commonwealth serves business travelers worldwide.

Exemplary, personalized service...every time.

For over two decades, Commonwealth has set the standard for the industry. Being a leader in luxury chauffeured ground transportation
is a position we earn every single day, driving more than 80,000 passengers annually in more than 160 countries.

CHAUFFEURS
Our chauffeurs are the most experienced and well trained in the industry. Although they all possess extraordinary qualifications,
we require each chauffeur to go through a comprehensive certification program which includes classroom and road instruction and
additional retraining each year. This ensures that our chauffeurs are well-versed in the latest technologies, and dramatically reduces the
possibility of error.
VEHICLES
We ensure that every vehicle meets our standards before they are placed into service. We buy the best vehicles and equip each with
the latest state-of-the-art devices such as Drive Cameras and Global Positioning Sensors (GPS). All maintenance meets or exceeds the
standards specified by Automotive Service Excellence (ASE).
OPERATIONS
Our Operations experts monitor everything from vehicle capabilities and weather to airport conditions and traffic. No company vehicle
leaves the garage until the dispatcher and the chauffeur independently verify all reservation details. This dual requirement means that
two highly trained professionals must both confirm the logistics of each reservation.
SECURITY
Commonwealth works with local airport authorities, law enforcement officials, the National Limousine Association (NLA) and the
National Business Travelers Association (NBTA) to provide a variety of services including global security updates and risk and threat
assessments for overseas locations and global monitoring from iJET.com to ensure passengers peace of mind.

We know that timing is crucial, changes are inevitable,
and details are at the heart of what we do.

Commonwealth services extend to helping our clients coordinate complex details for extended travel schedules and road shows and
also the coordination of ground transportation needs for offsite meetings and special events.

ROAD SHOWS
Commonwealth is the proven leader in the fast-paced world of financial road shows. The company is known within the financial
services industry for flawless execution of the most complex itineraries. We offer a dedicated around-the-clock road show desk and
telephone number and specially trained road show chauffeurs. Detailed trip information, including your chauffeur’s name and cell phone
number, is delivered to you the day before your meetings.

MEETINGS & EVENTS
Commonwealth excels in providing transportation for meetings and events. Commonwealth’s staff is experienced in working with
groups, both large and small to coordinate all types of events, from corporate meetings to film premieres. Our dedicated Meetings and
Events desk assists with all logistics.
A Commonwealth Event Coordinator can even assist on-site with the transportation for your meeting or event. The coordinators will
work with you to ensure that your vehicles are on location, the chauffeurs know their destinations, and to help escort your customers
and guests to their vehicles.

PRIVATE AVIATION
Commonwealth’s services extend to customers of business and private aircraft services. When you step down from your aircraft,
a Commonwealth chauffeur will be there to provide a seamless connection from air to ground in cities worldwide. Commonwealth
utilizes the FAA flight tracker system, which tracks private, business, and commercial aircraft. This way, no matter when your flight
arrives, your vehicle will be waiting for you.

Utilize our expertise...to make the complicated easy.

Commonwealth has proudly earned numerous accolades. Among them:
Commonwealth is a three-time winner of Boston Magazine’s Best of Boston
award for “Best Car Service” and four-time winner of Inc Magazine’s Top 100
Fastest Growing Inner City Companies in the United States.
Limousine & Chauffeured Transportation magazine has recognized
Commonwealth as having one of the 10 largest limousine networks in the
United States and also named Commonwealth as an “emerging company to
watch”.
Commonwealth is the official chauffeured transportation provider of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, the Boston Pops, The St. Regis Hotel, New York, The
Plaza Hotel, New York, and The Carlyle Hotel, New York.

If you would like to learn more about Commonwealth or discuss your current
requirements, please contact us. We believe that, with all the facts in hand, you
will see there is simply no better way to travel.

Customers for life.

So that we may provide you with the best personalized service, please
complete and return the Corporate Account Application and Passenger Profile.

View the
COMMONWEALTH DIFFERENCE
Video

Keep this wallet card for easy access
to all Commonwealth contacts
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